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Description

Plot orientation probability distributions


Usage
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	## S3 method for class 'skyscapeR.pdf'
plot(
  x,
  index,
  hdr = 0.954,
  show.az = T,
  xlim,
  col = MESS::col.alpha("blue", 0.5),
  ...
)






Arguments

	x	
A skyscapeR.pdf object created with either az.pdf or coordtrans


	index	
(Optional) A value to indicate which distribution to plot, when only one is desired.


	hdr	
(Optional) High density region to highlight. Defaults to 0.954


	show.az	
(Optional) Whether to show the azimuth and transformation curve (horizon) when
displaying declination distributions. Defaults to TRUE.


	xlim	
(Optional) Range of x-axis to plot.


	col	
(Optional) Color of high density region to highlight. Defaults to blue with 0.5 alpha.


	...	
Additional arguments to be passed to plot.
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